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Million Dollar Script Box Wouldn't It Be Great To Be Able To CLONE The Type Of Mind-Blowing Success

That The Owners Of Google, MySpace & YouTube Have. Now You Can! Sensational! Welcome To Your

Very Own Multi-Million Dollar Business! We've virtually made it possible for you to have the same style of

scripts that not only Google, MySpace and YouTube run on, but 11 more highly successful business

sites. MillionDollarScriptBox Allows You To Create A Web 2.0/Social Networking Or Free Online Service

Business That Will Generate An Income For You! Plug N Play - This system is the easiest road to

creating your own highly trafficked and highly active social networking or free online services site quickly.

Just plug it in, configure and upload -- and you're ready to go! Robust Features - Even though the system

was designed for complete simplicity of use, don't let that fool you! This thing is packed with hundreds of

easily usable features you get access to as the site owner and administrator of the system Secure &

Stable - We all know that it doesn't matter how "revolutionary" a new system or piece of software is if it

doesn't run properly... That's why we've designed the MillionDollarScriptBox software to be so

super-stable and secure, so it will never break or go "out of order!" Web 2.0 Revolutionary - As you are

going to see when you start using the scripts yourself, there are tons of proprietary & extremely cutting

edge technology in YOUR new system. Your site will be attractive and easy-to-use to attract maximum

visitors, signups and active members, guaranteed! Each script comes with full, easy-to-follow instructions

for installation on your web server. Basically, all you need to do is follow the instructions to be literally up

and running within hours. Brand your business by adding you own header and footer to each site, then

add the sales letter. Make the layout of the site fit to your own preferences. Add your payment buttons

and links where appropriate. Save and upload all the files to your server. Configure the program through

the administration panel that only you have access to. Test your site's functionality to ensure it's working

correctly. Promote your site and wait for new members and users to start signing and/or using your

service. Master Resale Rights License: [Yes] Can sell Resale Rights [Yes] Can sell Master Resale Rights

[Yes] Can be added to PAID membership sites [Yes] Can add various bonuses as a sales incentive [Yes]

Can be packaged with other PAID Products [NO] Can be given away [NO] Can be offered as a bonus
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[NO] Can be offered through auction sites [NO] Can be added to free membership sites Tags: wouldn't it

be great to be able to clone the type of mind-blowing success that the owners of google myspace &

youtube have., we've virtually made it possible for you to have the same style of scripts that not only

google myspace and youtube run on but 11 more highly successful business sites, this system is the

easiest road to creating your own highly trafficked and highly active social networking or free online

services site quickly
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